The Proposal of a Contemporary Festival of Lighting based Artworks for Morecambe
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MORECAMBE

M

orecambe is a northern seaside resort within
the district of Lancaster, with views across
Morecambe Bay to the Lake District fells. In 1889
XLIZMPPEKIWSJ&EVI4SYPXSRPI7ERHW XLISPH½WLMRKZMPPEKI
which was mentioned in the Domesday book) and
Torrisholme collectively became known as Morecambe.
Today the town has an estimated population of 45,000
(2003 census).
Morecambe Bay is an area of 195 square miles, with 120
square miles of sands exposed at extreme low tides. It is
the largest continuous intertidal area in Britain and the
third most important estuary in Europe in terms of bird life
supported. National and international designations protect
the Bay, all recognising and emphasising the Bay’s importance.
Morecambe’s motto of ‘Beauty Surrounds, Health Abounds’
VI¾IGXIHMXWTVSYHLMWXSV]EWEXLVMZMRKWIEWMHIVIWSVXJVSQ
the 1900s until the 1960s, attracting many holiday visitors
from Yorkshire and Scotland. Morecambe has a proud place
in the history of English entertainment, with many famous
names such as Arthur Askey, Gracie Fields and George
Formby performing at the Winter Gardens. Between 1956
and 1989 it was the home of the ‘Miss Great Britain’ beauty
GSRXIWXERHQYGLSJXLI½PQ³8LI)RXIVXEMRIV´WXEVVMRK
7MV0EYVIRGI3PMZMIVERH(EQI8LSVE,MVH[EW½PQIHMR
Morecambe and features some of the prominent buildings
such as the Winter Gardens and Alhambra.
Eric Morecambe (Bartholomew) did much to place the
town on the map by taking its name as his surname and
creating one half of the famous comedy duo ‘Morecambe
and Wise’. Their popularity has been forever immortalised
in the Eric Morecambe statue, a key visitor attraction on
the central promenade.
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Traditionally the workers in the factories of west Yorkshire
provided much of the visitor numbers during their summer
‘wakes weeks’. However with the mills closing down and the
advent of increasingly cheap package holidays abroad, from
the 1960s onwards Morecambe began to lose much of its
seasonal revenue.

Lancaster City Council have a current program of cultural
events for both the visitor and the local community of
Morecambe. These include:

Yet visitor numbers have risen greatly in recent years,
QMPPMSRZMWMXSVWMR 78)%1½KYVIW QEMRP]HYI
to the award winning Tern Project. The Tern Project was
major programme of public art which was woven into
the reconstruction of the coastal defences along
1SVIGEQFI´W½ZIQMPIPSRKTVSQIREHI1YGLSJXLIEVX
works are centred around the birdlife in the bay and includes
the ‘Flock of Words’ poem path, with games and puzzles,
patterns and textures set into the promenade, as well as
sculptures, street furniture and the Eric Morecambe statue.
www.tern.org.uk

The Sandcastle Festival where professional sand
sculptors create incredible displays of their skill along the
promenade. There is also a competition open to amateurs,
families and children. Other entertainment including music
and games also support the event.

The regeneration of the Midland Hotel has also played a
key part in the attraction of new visitors. As Morecambe’s
White Hope, (the title of the book by Barry Guise and
Pam Brook) this iconic modernist landmark was re-opened
by Urban Splash in 2008 as a luxury boutique hotel, it
has since encouraged investment from local and national
retail companies, such as Costa Coffee, Jo and Cass
(Lancaster Hair Salon) and The Palatine Pub owned by
the Lancaster, Brewery.

‘We do like to be beside the Sea’ a celebration of
all the traditional fun and entertainment to be had at the
seaside

There are additional events which are funded by the City
and Morecambe Town Council. These include:
Tutti-Frutti, run by a volunteer committee and held
annually in July this 1950’s seaside festival islargely centred
around the music of the era with the event hosting bands
during the evening at the Platform as well as daytime
activities such as a dance troup, stalls, traditional fairground
rides and vintage cars
The Catch the Wind Kite Festival, held annually in June
and organised by More Music. It is a spectacular display of
kites as well as live music, art workshops and entertainment
The Lantern Festival held annually in December by More
Music which hosts workshops with schools to make the
lanterns and a festival parade through the West End which
encourages participation from the local residents
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THE HISTORY

T

he traditional Illuminations were an important
feature in the social calendar of this seaside resort
and Morecambrians are very proud to tell you that
they had the Illuminations before Blackpool. The earliest
mention of the Illuminations was in the 1850s when glass
jars festooned the streets to celebrate the opening of the
2SVXL;IWXIVR,SXIP XLI½VWXLSXIPSRXLIWMXISJXLI
current Midland Hotel). Other early reports tell of chinese
lantern illuminations along the central promenade in 1919,
again these were glass jars lit with candles and local boys
were paid to light them, a penny for every 12 lights. Electrical
-PPYQMREXMSRW[IVI½VWXMRWXEPPIHJSVXLI4IEGIGIPIFVEXMSRW
after World War I.

Promenade, as taken from the Midland Hotel looking towards northern end, circa 1970.
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Looking back through the library records of the
Illuminations there were some interesting and ambitious
projects undertaken. The minutes of the 1933 Illuminations
Committee Meeting state that a Gondola was to be installed
in the paddling pool, the SS Wyvern was to dock in the
Harbour, the fountains in the West End Gardens were to
be illuminated, and lampshades were to be supplied to all
private residencies on the Promenade during the period of
the Illuminations. The committee maximised the potential by
taking into consideration the interest of a daytime attraction
(in the SS Wyvern), the cost effectiveness and creating a
legacy of the festival in the permanent illumination of the
fountain and the engaging of the community by illuminating
residencial properties.

In 1938 the Illuminations Tableaux was set out in the bay,
a technical masterpiece yet to be repeated. In 1939 the
Illuminations were only switched on for 4 days when World
War II broke out and they were switched off for ten years.
In 1949 the Illuminations, as we now remember them, were
switched on in late summer. They were vital to extending the
WYQQIVWIEWSRERHFIGEQIEWMKRM½GERXWSYVGISJVIZIRYI
for the town. The ‘Switch On’ was always done by a popular
celebrity of the time and the event was always well attended.
The council employed a team of people year round
dedicated solely to the illuminations.

In 1967 the Town Hall became the main focus for the
-PPYQMREXMSRWERHXLIFYMPHMRK[EW¾SSHIH[MXLGSPSYV
high-lighting all the doors and windows. This was supported
by the homes and businesses illuminating their properties,
by hiring the lighting equipment at a nominal cost from
XLI'SYRGMP8LI¾SVEPHMWTPE]WMRXLIXS[RERHSRXLI
TVSQIREHI[IVIEPPXMQIHJSVEYXYQR¾S[IVMRKERHHS[R
lighting them added to the visual display. From the 1970s
a newspaper to accompany the event was produced. This
provided the visitor with facts about the Illuminations,
reports of the activities and events, As well as providing
advertising space for local hotels, restaurants and companies,
including the offers they had during the season.
Happy Mount Park had hosted the tableaux pieces since
the 1930s and in later years the park became the main focus
for the event. They showed animated displays of popular
characters and the park was fondly remembered as a magical
and enchanting experience. The park was an ideal location
for the Illuminations as they were able to police the gates
and a nominal entrance fee was charged.
Although this may paint a glowing picture of the
Illuminations, the success of the event had reached it peak
in the 1960s. By 1974 the future of the event was called
into question, budgets were being cut and yet because the
Illuminations were so important to the businesses of the
town, a private scheme was started. In 1977 the budget in
Happy Mount Park had been cut to £70,000 and the press
reported the event to be ‘pathetic’. In reaction to this the
Council re-invested in 1978 and admissions show that
84,500 adults and 41,000 children attended Happy Mount
Park, 22,000 more than in the previous year.

However this was short lived and the Council were once
again left considering the future of the event. Surprisingly
the event continued for another 18 years, with a brief
upturn from the Mayors ‘Illuminations Appeal Fund’ of
£7,000,000 in 1982.Yet by the early 1990’s the tourism
budget was again running low and the £140k provided for
the Illuminations was uncomparable with that of Blackpool’s
budget of £2.25m. Substantial investment was needed to
install new columns on the promenade to support the lights,
which had previously been strung from each lampost and
this investment was seen as too greater cost. The electrical
supply to Happy Mount Park, had not been updated since
ERHXLMW½REPP]I\TMVIHMRXEOMRKXLI-PPYQMREXMSRW
with it.
Since 1996 there have been smaller weekend events, such
as ‘Light and Water’, held from 2002-2004. This incorporated
E½VI[SVOHMWTPE][MXLPMKLXERHQYWMGSZIVXLI&E]
and audience numbers reached 18,000. The Halloween
Illuminations events in Happy Mount Park organised by the
4EVOWERH4VSQIREHISJ½GIVWEXXLI'SYRGMPLEWEXXVEGXIH
2-3000 visitors on a single night.
The magic which the Illuminations brought to Morecambe
is fondly remembered by the community and visitors alike.
Looking back on the Illuminations of yester year has helped
to identify the successful elements in these previous events
and their continued relevance to a contemporary festival.

Views of the Promenade, circa 1970
Animated Tableaux in Happy Mount Park, circa 1970
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‘‘ ‘Design Classic’ is an over-used phrase in this industry, but I
expect it to be associated with the work of Claire Norcross
for a long time to come. Sir Terence Conran.

‘‘

CLAIRE NORCROSS

C

laire Norcross is an award-winning designer
specialising in lighting who lives and works in Preston.
As the initiator of this project Claire is keen to
develop her exploration of light as a medium and this project
has provided new creative, technological and logistical
challenges, set by the boundaries of its public environment.
Claire has developed her work from bespoke commissions
to the commercial market and exhibited widely both
nationally and internationally. Her work has been included in
permanent collections such as the Conran Collection at the
Design Museum. Claire also curated a number of regional
exhibitions, the ‘Pay and Display’ event in Manchester, 2003
and ‘Inner City Living’ in Preston, 2004.

8

She is best known for the range of designs produced whilst
head of lighting at Habitat. These include Spindle, Ribbon, which
received the ‘Best in Lighting’ award from Elle Decoration
magazine in 2006, )MKLX½JX]ERH%TIVXYVIIn 2009 Claire was
selected for the Jerwood Contemporary Makers exhibition
for which she created Bloom 296 a laser cut and hand-made
sculptural light made from paper.
“‘Design Classic’ is an over-used phrase in this industry, but I
expect it to be associated with the work of Claire Norcross
for a long time to come.” Sir Terence Conran.
www.clairenorcross.co.uk
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LIGHT IS A TRULY GREAT SYMBOL
WHICH OVERFLOWS THE BOUNDARIES
OF MEANING AND INVADES THE
WORLD OF THE SENSES.
IT EVOKES A SENSE OF BEGINNING
AND RE-BIRTH, REPRESENTS THE
TRIUMPH OF GOOD OVER EVIL AND
SYMBOLISES THE OBTAINING OF
KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING.
10

PROPOSAL
This document outlines the proposal to create
a series of spectacular lighting-based artworks
and installations. Our aim is to attract a new
generation of visitors to see the illuminations
in Morecambe and bring a vibrant atmosphere
to the town, whilst contributing to civic pride
amongst its residents. The next pages detail the
proposal of a number of commissions, artworks,
features and environmental improvements.

AIMS

AUDIENCE

TIMESCALE

To encourage Morecambe as a visitor destination

Attracting a new genration of visitors, and preferably
overnight stay visitors is primarily the main aim. Targeting
the publicity material to those within a two hour drive
radius are to be the main focus. This would include towns
and cities such as Bradford (the traditional tourists to the
area) Manchaster, Liverpool, Preston, Kendal and around
1SVIGEQFI&E]EW[IPPEWTEWWMRKXVEJ½GJVSQXLITEVXSJ
Heysham.

Events in this scale require extensive preperation perioids,
usually around 2 years. Therefore the earliest that this event
could feasibly take place would be 2013.

To increase the night-time economy and over-night
stay visitors
To support the initiatives developed for the Morecambe
Area Action Plan (MAAP)
To make the town more family-friendly during the
evenings
To illuminate problem areas and allow the residents to
feel safer at night
To develop the night-time culture of Morecambe
To create a cultural event of universal appeal for both
residents and visitors
To contribute to the Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) of Local Artists
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Evidence from our case studies have revealed interesting
facts regarding the visitors to these types of events.
For example :
Illuminating York: over 50% were age 25 - 44, children not
surveyed but a large number were present.

The fundraising will take up a large amount of this period.
We would look to public and private sector funding (detailed
on p39). We have been advised that should we look to
corporate sponsorship then applications for this need to be
done 18 months in advance.

Radiance: Almost half the audience were under 34 and a
large number were parents with very young children.

Selecting a prominent week in the calendar is crucial to
the success. The limitations of dark evenings are such that
most festivals take place late or early in the year. Due to
the neighbouring Illumination in Blackpool taking place
September-November we feel that the week of a February
half-term holiday would be ideally suited to the Morecambe
festival.

Morecambe and Lancaster residents will make up a large
part of the audience. They will have the opportunity to take
part in the commissions. The event intends to contribute
to civic pride and bring a vibrant atmosphere to the town
in the evening, which is family friendly and creates a safer
environment.

The duration of the event may be budget dependent,
however if the running cost is of little impact to the total fee
SJXLIEVX[SVOXLIRMXQE]TVSZIFIRI½GMEPXSVYRXLIIZIRX
over both weekends either side of the half-term holiday,
gaining momentum from local press and the all important
³[SVHSJQSYXL´

More Music have been a key partner with which to develop
links to community groups. Their annual ‘Lantern Festival’ is
well established and well attended by the community of the
West End and their ‘Seagull Cafe’ are keen to contribute.

The timing of this event would ideally coincide with
the completion of the new bi-pass/motorway junction,
staking Morecambe’s claim as an easily accessible weekend
destination.

Lighting artworks, while they may be conceptual in origin,
in reality they have universal appeal. Evidence from our case
studies show that the audiences for these types of event are
relatively young.
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THE TEAM
To undertake a project of this scale there needs to be a
festival team in place. This includes a Festival Director with
an administrator, a Creative Director, a Fundraiser, a
Production Team, and Marketing and Promotions manager.
Over the timescale of the project each role will interject
at particular times. We envisage the role of each person to
run as follows:
Festival Director: Is the chief executive for the event
and will oversee the delivery of the event. They will liase
with the Creative Director and manage the technical and
production and marketing teams, with the support of an
administrator (possible part-time role). It may be the case
that the Festival Director full-time role is contracted as fulltime once the funding is set in place.
Creative Director: This role is responsible for the
overseeing of all the creative aspects to the Festival. They
are responsible for commissioning the artists and designers
and providing a curatorial role within the exhibition events.
They are responsible for overseeing the design of the
branding, publicity and marketing material for the festival.
They will also work with the production team to deliver
the creative vision of the festival. It is envisaged that this role
is a freelance role, as there are periods within the project
where the Creative Director is unnecessary.
Fundraiser: They will be employed for a period at the
beginning of the project to source and secure funding
schemes. This would be a part-time position. Once the
monies have been set in place this role will be handed over
to the Festival Director to manage.

Production and Technical Manager: Is responsible
for the practical delivery of the festival. This would employ
an experienced freelance team who are able to deal with
the installation and decommissioning of the event, power
supplies, rigging and technical issues, as well as security and
safety issues. They would need to contribute to the project
at an early stage with regards to the technical practicalities
of site assessment selecting commissions and they would
then be employed for the period of the event.
Marketing Manager: Is responsible for the promotion
of the event, they will liase with the Creative and Festival
Director to develop a strategy which promotes the event
both regionally and nationally, ensuring maximum coverage
through all mediums of radio, tv and internet, as well as
overseeing the production of brochures and other materials
and the managing of a Festival Hub during the event.

KEY FESTIVAL
ELEMENTS

PROMOTION
AND MEDIA

In order to achieve a visually stimulating and successful event, with reference to the successes
and challenges of the case studies, consideration should be given to a number of factors.

The Case studies have provided valuable information with the promotion of such an event.
The following information summarises the main points:

Aesthetics
By creating a visual hierarchy of commissions we will
ensure a visually well-balanced festival. The large ‘Anchor’
Commission needs to draw the crowds, make the headlines
and create an image to remember. This should be supported
by other substantial commissions, which could include new
commissions or the hiring of existing artworks.
Technology
Collectively the artworks need to offer a variety of lighting
technologies and include electroluminescent materials, neon,
½FVISTXMGWERHTVSNIGXMSRW8LIVIEPWSRIIHWXSFIEFEPERGI
of commission typologies: interactive pieces, animated
projections, performance-based, conceptual pieces, sculptural
pieces, installation based and architectural lighting.
Theme
We questioned whether or not the commissions needed to
have a uniting theme. At this point it may still be a possibility
but as yet we are unsure whether this is a relevant direction.
Commssioning
The majority of artworks would be commissioned directly,
however there will be one open commission and the
exhibition element is open to local artists, as are the
community projects.

Duration
The walking trail around the town, is expected to take
approx 30 minutes. As this will be in wintery weather
conditions the trail has to be concise and cohesive with
points of interest along the route.
Performance
Including a performance element to the event, whether that
is in the form of street performers or commissioned pieces
of dance/drama/improvisation, adds a different dimension to
the overall event and creates a magical visitor experience.
Community
The community project has the potential to work with lots
of different social groups in Morecambe, particularly in the
West End. Although schools projects can be interesting,
opening the project up to a wide range of ages and
ethnicities would create a stimulating event. The Seagull Cafe
based at More Music are one such interesting group. We may
also consider the Polish or Chinese communities who bring
XLIMVS[RHI½RMXMSRERHGIPIFVEXMSRSJPMKLXXSXLITVSNIGX

;SVHSJ1SYXLLEWTVSZIHXSFIXLIQSWXIJJIGXMZI

marketing
&YMPHMRKYTQSQIRXYQXLVSYKL-RXIVMQ4VSNIGXW WII
page........)
%HZIVXMWMRKXLVSYKLSXLIVPMKLXMRKERHTYFPMGIZIRXW
piggy-backing on existing audience, even up to one year in
advance.
'VIEXMRKEPEVKITVIWIRGIMRPSGEPQIHMEEHZIVXMWMRKERH
articles in the Morecambe Visitor and Lancaster Guardian
%HZIVXMWMRKERHEVXMGPIWSRPSGEP6EHMS
The Bay FM, BBC Radio Lancashire and Cumbria, Rock FM
6IKMSREP8:RI[WEVXMGPIW&&'2SVXL;IWX8SRMKLXERH
Look North, Granada and Calendar to ensure visitors from
regional audience.
2EXMSREP4VIWWGSZIVEKIEHHWKVEZMXEWXSERIZIRXSJ
REXMSREPWMKRM½GERGIIK%VXMGLSOILEHEVXMGPIWMREPPXLI
broadsheet newspapers, features on Radio 4’s Woman’s
Hour etc. The Illuminating Hadrian’s Wall event was a
JIEXYVIHEVXMGPISR&&'´W'SYRXV]½PISRXLITVSGIIHMRK
weekend.

to a wide audience.
4VSHYGXMSRSJEFVSGLYVIKMZMRKGSLIVIRXMRJSVQEXMSRSR
what and where the artworks are, information about the
artists and the works, maps and diagrams, information
about the sponsors
4VSQSXMSRSJHE]XMQIXSYVMWXEXXVEGXMSRWMR0ERGEWXIV
and Morecambe, with the possible addition of temporary
attractions for the duration of the festival e.g. continental
food markets, temporary icerinks etc.
,EZMRKE*IWXMZEP,YFXSJSGYWMRXIVIWXGIRXVEPMWI
information points and generate income through lightrelated products.
)QTPS]MRKWXI[EVHW QE]FISREZSPYRXIIVFEWMW XSFI
present on the streets
'PIEV]IXGVIEXMZI7MKREKIXSEHZIVXMWIERHHMVIGXGEVWEW
well as the pedestrian route through the towne.g look to
pavement stickers to direct walking trail.

,EZMRKELMKLTVS½PI[IFWMXI[IPPMREHZERGISJXLIJIWXMZEP
with information about the festival, maps to download,
information on projects that the public can participate in,
press information, local hotel and restaurant information,
day-time activities
4VIWIRGISR7SGMEPRIX[SVOMRKWMXIW[LMGLEPPS[I\TSWYVI
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SITES AND
COMMISSIONS
Morecambe is blessed with a number of iconic
buildings and practical spaces offering a number of
options for event sites. This research has taken into
GSRWMHIVEXMSRXLIWMKRM½GERXFYMPHMRKWGSQQYRMXMIW
residential areas, parks and the obvious central
locations of the Promenade and shopping area of
Euston Road.
The intention is to develop a 3 festival plan to run over a period of
]IEVWHIZIPSTMRKMREHMJJIVIRXPSGEPMX]IEGLXMQI,S[IZIVXLI½VWX
year seeks to make a high impact, so we have some selected the central
promenade area.
The next pages detail the proposal of a number of new commissions,
artworks, features and environmental improvements. These include,
a large ‘Anchor’ commission for the Midland Hotel, two mid-scale
commissions, curated lighting products in shop windows, community
engagement projects and architectural up lighting.

16
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Anchor Commission:

MIDLAND HOTEL

O

riginally commissioned by the London, Midland
and Scottish Railway Company and designed

F]3PMZIV,MPPXLI1MHPERH,SXIP½VWXSTIRIHMXW
doors in 1933. The design of this beautiful Art Deco building
was described as being ‘in complete harmony with its natural
surroundings’ and was designed to be an extravagant gesture
of hope in an age of uncertainty. Hill commissioned the
artists of the day to follow through his modernist vision into
the interior of the hotel, including the now infamous stone
relief ‘Odysseus welcomed from the sea by Nausicaa’ by Eric
+MPPQYVEPWF])VMG6EZMPMSYWERHXI\XMPIWERH¾SSVQSWEMGW
by designer Marion Dorn.
More recently the hotel has undergone major restoration
by developers Urban Splash. They have restored the building
to its former glory, with the added twist of a contemporary
boutique hotel, now run by English Lakes Hotels.
This obvious focal point on the Promenade will be strategic
in gaining a huge amount of media coverage and it would
be a sparkling canvas onto which to project the large
‘AnchorCommission’. There is also a great deal of visual
inspiration provided by the Art Deco style.

Ross Ashton would be the preferred artist to take on this
site and would be commissioned to produce a new 15min
animated projection. The budget for such a piece would be
in the region of £65-80K.
The inspiration behind much of Ross’s work lie’s in the
building itself and this is translated in the visual language
of the artwork. For this new commission we would like to
encourage him to work in partnership with an illustrator
to provide the visual language. One such illustrator would
be Petra Borner. Her style is modern classic and refers
closely to the art deco style, using bold shapes, colour and
pattern to create beautiful narrative pieces.
This joint partnership could see this commission develop
more in the region of £80K.
There is also a possibility to work develop a soundtrack
to the piece, the costing at this stage is unknown.
www.elh.co.uk/hotels/midland/index.aspx
www.rossashton.com
www.borner.se

The two challenges meeting this commission would be
the building of a tower in the hotel carpark from which to
project and the projecting onto the hotel if the curtains in
the hotel rooms were not closed.

18
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Mid-scale Commission I

WINTER GARDENS

In combination with this we would be keen to develop
a performance piece, possibly dance and music, with The
(YOIW8LIEXVIMR0ERGEWXIVSVXLI2YJ½IPH8LIEXVI[LS
have recently staged a performance at the Winter Gardens.

www.uva.co.uk
[[[TYJJIV½WLHMWTPE]WGSYO
www.lightrefreshment.co.uk
www.dukes-lancaster.org
[[[RYJ½IPHXLIEXVIGSQ
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Volume by UVA

While these designs are interesting they don’t necessarily
utilise the potential of the whole space. In order to bring the
whole space to life an appropriate use of this space could be
to commission a contemporary theatre lighting artist, such
as Phil Supple. His experience covers a wide range of work
from public and private clients and locations, from the small
scale theatre production, to large scale public events for
local authorities.

Pufferspheres in an arena context at a Coldplay concert

There are many beautiful aspects to the theatre, both inside
and out: the red brick frontage is a striking example of
Victorian architecture, the decorative architecture in the
FS\SJ½GIERHXLIMRXIVMSVERHXLIHSQIHVSSJMWSRISJXLI
largest examples of its kind. Much of the theatre seating has
been removed and now provides a large open space which
has been used for temporary exhibitions and performances.

www.thewintergardensmorecambe.co.uk

Volume by UVA

The Morecambe Winter Gardens Preservation Trust Limited
now owns the Grade ll listed building and is committed to
restoring the building. Patrons such as Wayne Hemingway
and Paul Nicholas support the regeneration of the building
into a multi-purpose indoor heritage/visitor centre of
REXMSREPWMKRM½GERGI

Points for consideration would be: the commission for this
building would have to take into consideration the challenge
of the red brick, this would not be ideal to project onto.
Similarly the Grade II listing would also have its challenges.

One possible direction for a mid-scale commission at the
Winter Gardens would be to hire an existing artwork.
Examples of the scale of artwork which could be used inside
the Winter Gardens would be the ‘Chorus’ piece by UVA,
the cost for which would be approximately £50K. Other
concepts which we feel could be appropriate include the
interactive ‘Pufferspheres’F]4YJJIV½WL Volume or Triptych are
other examples of UVA’s interactive installations.
Chorus by UVA

8LIGYVXEMR½REPP]JIPPSRXLIWXEKIMRERHSRP]MR
recent years has the theatre been opened for historical
tours and popular over-night stays for those interested in
paranormal activity.

There are also small shop units at the front of the building,
some currently sitting vacant. These could be used to house
the Festival Hub and possibly small associated exhibitions.

-RXIVEGXMZIWTLIVIWF]4YJJIV½WL

The Winter Gardens was built as The ‘Victoria Pavilion Theatre’
in 1897. It is situated on the central Promenade, within
sight of the Midland Hotel. As a theatre it played host to
EPPXLIWXEVWSJMXWHE]ERHXLIPEWXWGIRIWSJXLI½PQ³8LI
Entertainer’ with Sir Laurence Olivier were shot here.
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Mid-scale Commission II

EUSTON ROAD

E

uston Road is the main shopping street which leads
from the sea front towards the Arndale Shopping
Centre. By day this is a busy shopping street but by
night it is very quiet and uninviting. Planning permission has
recently been granted to build the Travelodge at the town
end. It is hoped that hotel guests would make their way from
here to the promenade, to experience the main attractions
of the Seafront.
There are two pedestrianised spaces along the street which
are used as social meeting places during the day; one outside
Barclays Bank, and the other square with the 1970s Mosaic,
outside the Arndale Shopping Centre. In order to increase
the use and encourage social interaction in the spaces at
night, the concept for the second mid-scale commission for
this area would be one in which the public participates.
‘5 Circles’ is an example of a commission by KMA and the
Pilot Theatre for Illuminating York 2009. The public react with
this piece by simply moving through the space. There is a
thermal imaging camera placed high above the space which
detects movement and this is then translated into a series of
images, colours and patterns encouraging people to interact,
dance, perform, stay, watch, laugh within the space. This is
also an on-going project for the 2012 Olympics and could
therefore be staged in Morecambe.

In addition to the interactive piece we feel that the shop
windows in Euston Road could offer a gallery-like journey
along the street. It would be an opportunity to develop a
collaboration between the shop owners (some of whom
are chain stores, while others are independent shops) and a
curator to position light-works, products or effects within
the shop windows.
This concept is based on the Workington Winter Lights
Festival which took place in 2007 and the Art for Empty
Spaces programme commissioned by the Arts Council.
This may involve new commissions, but is also seen as an
opportunity to hire small scale artworks/products for the
duration of the event. It is possible that we could look to the
Design Initiative to manage this event for us.
http://5circles.ning.com/video/5circleslive-1
[[[½IPHMS
www.allerdale.gov.uk/default.aspx?Page=1578
www.designinit.org.uk

The cost of hiring this piece would be..................................
Another example of this type of commission is Proton by
Field. This interactive piece was created for the Lumiere
event in Durham and was positioned at a key entrance point
to the main city, encouraging passers-by as well as festival
visitors. It brought great pleasure and intrigue to both young
and old. This commission was approx..............................
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Small Scale Commission II

Small Scale Commission I

FREEMASONS HALL

BRIDGE OF SIGH’S
Behind the main promenade there runs a back alley way and
over this alley are the two small foot bridges we have nicknamed the ‘Bridge of Sigh’s’. They cross over the alley into
the service buildings behind. One is owned by ‘The Pottery
Basement’ shop in Skipton Street and the other is part of
the Tivoli Bar.
A commission for this site would provide the visitor with
the notion of exploration, directing them away from the
main promenade to encounter something magical, as well as
highlighting the unique architecture. The commission would
be of a smaller scale and we would encourage the artist/
designer to consider a concept which interacts between the
two bridges.
We would like to invite Folly to manage this particular
commission. Folly is based in Lancaster and is a leading
digital arts organisation working across England’s North
West. They present an active artistic programme that
provides creative interaction and collaboration between
artists and the wider public through the use of technology.
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Folly commissions, exhibits, promotes and supports
creative work and innovation with a strong emphasis on
the use of online media, networked systems and integrated
technologies. They deliver a year round diverse and
innovative programme of online projects, events, festival
activities, artist commissions, exhibitions, artist residencies,
workshops and conferences.
Folly also provide consultancy services specialising in digital
and arts delivery using free and open-source software.
www.folly.co.uk

This building is at the top of Victoria Road near the Barclays Bank building. It has three
boarded up windows on two facades. These provide natural frames for artwork. The concept
for this commission is an interactive projected slo amchine, referencing the traditional arcade
‘slots of fun’ to be had in Morecambe.
This is a concept we have seen at ‘Glow’ in Newcastle, where the machine was operated by
pressing a large button to roll the icons, which in this case were Geordie icons of e.g Alan
Shearer, Stephenson’s Rocket etc. It had great universal appeal and was relatively simple to
operate.
Another example of this concept was the ‘Liverpool Jackpot’ by Frank Scurti, for the Biennial in
2007.
Our concept for the project would be open the project up to the community and ask them
to design the ‘Icons of Morecambe’. We would like to think that the Morecambe Visitor (local
RI[WTETIV [LSLEZIXLIMVSJ½GISTTSWMXIXLMWFYMPHMRK[SYPHFIEGGSQQSHEXMRKXSXLI
idea. We would consider asking the Visitor to run the design competition to select the icons,
or possibly approach a school to design them.
We have had discussions with a local group called Urban Crossover, who work with youth
groups in the area and at DT3, the young people’s element of the Dukes Theatre in Lancaster.
They held an event called Blue Monday and produced some large scale projections onto the
Town Hall in Lancaster, they may be an ideal partner for this commission.
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=EGLX'PYF6EGI3J½GI
2. BEM (Old Woolworth's Building)
3. Arcade (next to Woolworths)
4. Gable End (next to Town Hall)
5. Clock Tower
6. Town Hall
7. Promenade from West End
8. Breeze Cafe
9. Trinity Church
10. Polo Tower

ADDITIONAL SITES
As previously mentioned, the intention for illumination is to develop the festival with the
scope for it to run for a number of years and occur in a different locality each time.

1

4

6

9

,EZMRKQIX[MXLXLI8S[R4PERRMRKSJ½GIVWXSHMWGYWWGYVVIRXERHJYXYVIHIZIPSTQIRXXLI
proposal so far coresponds with the focus of their attentions included in the Morecambe
Area Action Plan (MAAP).
With this in mind the following images show additional potential sites, followed by a list of
relevant artists available to commission and artworks to hire.
The Morecambe Area Action Plan (MAAP) in now underway and will identify key
infrastructure projects that will contribute to the regeneration of central Morecambe.
The MAAP will become the document through which the visions and objectives for the
area will be developed, considered and co-ordinated for implementation. It will direct
MRZIWXQIRXKMZIMRGVIEWIHGIVXEMRX]XSTSXIRXMEPMRZIWXSVWFYMPHGSR½HIRGIERHEWWMWX
Lancaster City Council in securing funding and facilitating development.
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LIGHT ARTISTS AND ARTWORKS
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Random International
www.random-international.com

Claire Morgan (giant lightbulb)
www.claire-morgan.co.uk

Cell phone disco
www.cellphonedisco.org

Digital tea party artwork
www.digitaltea.co.uk

UVA (United Visual Artists)
www.uva.co.uk

Lee Engineering
www.leeeng.co.uk

Zoe Walker
www.walkerandbromwich.org.uk

Xavier de Richemont
www.xavier-de-richemont.com

Jason bruges
www.jasonbruges.com

Moritz Waldemeyer
www.waldemeyer.com

Ron Haselden
www.ronhaselden.com

Field
[[[½IPHMS

4YJJIV½WL
[[[TYJJIV½WLHMWTPE]WGSYO

Tree
www.simonheijdens.com

Body paint
www.msavisuals.com

Ross Ashton
www.rossashton.com

Michael Pinsky
www.michaelpinsky.com

Raphael Daden
www.raphaeldaden.co.uk

Simon Corder
www.simoncorder.com

Charles Quick
www.charlesquick.org
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LOCAL ARTISTS
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Phil Supple
www.lightrefreshment.co.uk

Greyworld

Sans Façon
www.sansfacon.co.uk

Creatmosphere
www.creatmosphere.com

KMA
www.kma.co.uk

Cinimod Studio (Dominic Harris)
www.cinimodstudio.com

Franck Scurti
www.franckscurti.net

Kate Drummond (ice cream van)

Shane Johnstone

Folly

Lee Engineering

Charles Monkhouse
www.charlesmonkhouse.co.uk
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INTERIM PROJECTS
In order to generate an audience to the main illumination event
we are proposing two interim projects involving light based works

ARTIST-LED CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
We have proposed to the Engineers of Lancaster City
Council the concept of artist-led contemporary designs
for the Christmas lights in Morecambe. Bradford Festival
Lighting are the current supplier and they offer a complete
package of design, manufacture, maintenance and installation
to many Local Authorities. They are a public sector body
and work with the Industrial Services Group to provide
meaningful employment to disabled people.

designs would be £2350 per face, so approx £9400 in total.
This would not include the installation costs. This would
YWIWTIGMEPP]HIWMKRIH½\XYVIW[LMGLYWIWQEPPERGLSVW
placed into the mortar so that no damage is caused to the
brickwork. This would be a large investment, however the
life span for the Christmas lights can be up to 10 years and
once the initial manufacturing costs have been paid, there is
only the installation costs to pay for in subsequent years.

Ged McAllister, Head of Engineering, proposed the
development of a design for The Clock Tower. This central
landmark of Morecambe would provide an ideal canvas and
be seen from both across the bay and along the promenade.

Although approved aesthetically by all parties concerned,
due to funding cuts, the realisation of this project may
not be until Christmas 2011. However Lancashire County
'SYRGMP´W%VXWERH6IKIRIVEXMSRSJ½GIVLEWI\TVIWWIHER
interest in this scheme and it may be possible to apply for
further Arts Council Funding, if the project can be majority
funded by Lancaster City Council. We may also be able
to look to private sponsors, one such company would be
Lancaster, Brewery, which owns The Palatine pub, very close
to the Clocktower.

The concept for the design by Claire Norcross was to
VIJIVIRGIERYQFIVSJQSXMJWWTIGM½GXS1SVIGEQFIERH
use them as a decorative pattern. These ornate motifs are
XEOIRJVSQXLIQSWEMGXMPIWSRXLI¾SSVSJXLI;MRXIV
Gardens. It is proposed that the design will cover all four
facades of the clock tower. The designs would work on a
number of circuits enabling us to animate the designs for
additional interest.
The estimated costs so far for the production of the

www.festival-lights.com
www.lancasterbrewery.co.uk

DRIVE-IN MOVIE EVENT
Planned as a weekend event, to run on a Friday, Saturday
and Sunday night the Drive-in movie is envisaged as a fore
VYRRIVXS-PPYQMREXMSR-XMWMRXIRHIHXSVEMWIXLITVS½PIXS
both the local residents and visitors to the area of the larger
event happening in six months time.
The event would be held in the car park at the back of the
;MRXIV+EVHIRW[MXLXLI½PQTVSNIGXIHSRXSXLIFEGO[EPP
of the old theatre itself. The car park is owned by the owner
of Johnny’s Fun Factory and permission is yet to be granted.
However the ‘Friends of the Winter Gardens’ are keen to
WLS[GEWIWYGLERIZIRXEWMX[SYPHLIPTXSVEMWIXLITVS½PI
of the building for future funding bids.
8LISFZMSYWGLSMGISJ½PQJSVXLIIZIRX[SYPHFI‘The
Entertainer’  XLI½PQ[MXL7MV0E[VIRGI3PMZMIV[LSWI
½REPWGIRI[EWWLSXSRXLIWXEKISJXLI;MRXIV+EVHIRW-X
QE]EPWSFIERSTTSVXYRMX]XSWLS[GEWISXLIVWLSVX½PQW
F]YTERHGSQMRK½PQQEOIVWERHPSGEPEVXMWXW

1950’s weekend which is held annually in July in Morecambe.
The experience of the Drive-In event could be enhanced
further by the presentation, stewarding, hospitality and
overall marketing of the event done in the style of the 1950s.
The only issue with holding the event at the same time as
‘Tutti Frutti’ would be the long days over the summer period,
meaning that it may not be possible to view the screen until
quite late in the evening.
One other event it may be possible to combine with is the
‘We do like to be beside the Sea’ Heritage Festival which
happens annually in September.
www.morecambebaymoviemakers.org.uk
www.walkingdrawings.com
www.tutti-frutti-festival.com

;I[SYPHPSSOXSGSRXEGXXLI½PQSJ½GIVJVSQXLI(YOIW
Theatre in Lancaster to investigate the permissions needed
to hold such an event. Other links include the Lancaster
University Independent Film Society, the ‘Walking Drawings’
½PQERHXLI1SVIGEQFI&E]1SZMI1EOIVW
We would look to the local radio station The Bay (www.
thebay.co.uk) as a partner to provide the audio for the
event. It would be ideal if the visitors were able to tune their
VEHMSWMRXSXLIWXEXMSRXSLEZIXLIWSYRHXVEGOXSXLI½PQ
The event would be a welcome support to the ‘Tutti Frutti’
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ESTIMATED BUDGET
To date this feasibility study has been funded by:
0ERGEWXIV'MX]'SYRGMPSJ½GIVXMQIWYTTSVXMROMRH
(from Arts Development, Forward Planning and Engineers)
0ERGEWLMVI'SYRX]'SYRGMP
%VXW'SYRGMP)RKPERH

FUNDRAISING
Anchor Commission by Ross Ashton and Illustrator

£80,000

Winter Gardens Commission/Hire

£40,000

Bridge of Sighs

£20,000

Euston Road Interactive Commission

£30,000

Euston Road Curated Shop Window Project

£20,000

Freemason’s Hall

£15,000

Architectural Uplighting

£50,000

Christmas Lights Project

£15,000

'PEMVI2SVGVSWW*VIIPERGI(IWMKRWYTTSVXMROMRH
1ERGLIWXIV7GLSSPSJ%VX8LI1%(IWMKR0EFLEWFIIR
used as a resource for the basis of this research.
The budget for the Artworks as discussed in the proposal
are
in the region of 300,00
This fee is based on using renowned professional artists
and designers and the fees given are based on commissions
previously undertaken by the artists. However that is not
XSWE]XLEXKMZIREWMKRM½GERXP]WQEPPIVFYHKIXEVX[SVOWSJE
similar scale could be produced.
In addition to this would be the project management
fee, production and installation costs, technical support,
marketing and publicity and public consultation. The
estimated of which would be £100-150,000.
The estimated total cost of the project is £630,000.

Drive-In Movie Event

£50,000

Fundraising Strategy

£5,000

Project Management Costs

£180,000

Marketing Budget

£50,000

Contingency 10%

£57,000

Total

£627,000

We would look to both Public and Private funding sources and the majority of this would need to be started at least
2 years prior to delivery. We would employ a professional fundraiser to support this area of work, developing an initial
strategy and following through with applications. Working with local companies reduces the travel costs and brings
funding into the local economy.
Public Sector Funding includes:
 Trusts and Foundations
0ERGEWXIV'MX]'SYRGMP
0ERGEWLMVI'SYRX]'SYRGMP
%VXW'SYRGMP)RKPERH +VERXWJSVXLI%VXW
,IVMXEKI*YRHMRK
7IGXMSREKVIIQIRXW JSVEVX IKOLEWFIIR
requested from the Arndale Shopping Centre planning
application)
-JGSRWMHIVIHEWERMRXIKVEPTEVXSJVIKIRIVEXMSR
redevelopment projects at venues / areas considered,
eg Winter Gardens, Winter Gardens arcade, Townscape
Heritage Initiative, West End, Morecambe Bay Regional
Park provision could be built into budgets.This innovative
ETTVSEGL[SYPHFIRI½X1SVIGEQFIF]VEMWMRKXLITVS½PI
and awareness and contributing to the place-making agenda.
Integrating the arts into developments from the start is
regarded as best practice.
0SGEP7XVEXIKMG4EVXRIVWLMT IK'LMPHVIR =SYRK4ISTPI
Safety, Economy, Environment,Valuing People) could be seen
XSFIGSRXVMFYXMRKXSJYP½PPMRKXLI)GSRSQ]+VSYT´WEMQSJ
‘regenerating and reinventing Morecambe as an attractive
choice to live, work and visit’)

Private Sector Funding includes:
Examples of Corporate Sponsorship from the Case Studies
Events are media companies: Sky Arts were Artichoke’s
media partner for Durham Lumiere. Other sponsors
included National Express, Marriott Hotels and JCB.
Coastival in Scarborough have received funding from McCain
and Transpennine.
With regards to lighting specialists Thorn Lighting and Philips
both sponsor lighting awards and this could be seen as an
opportunity to develop a relationship.
In terms of approaching national companies who have a
presence in Morecambe: Orange own the phone mast on the
top of the Polo Tower and Morrisons, who own the tower
and the Frontierland site would be obvious choices.
We would also look to Heysham Power Station for support.
'SQTERMIW[LSWXERHXSFIRI½XQSWXJVSQXLIIZIRXEVI
the travel and hospitality industries and therefore it would be
relevant to look to them for contributions.

LUCI
(Lighting Urban Community International) is a unique
international network bringing together cities and lighting
professionals engaged in using light as a major tool for
urban, social and economic development, with a concern for
sustainability and environmental issues. Created in 2002, at
the behest of the City of Lyon, who hold the annual ‘Fete
des Lumieres’, LUCI is today an organisation of more than
90 members, amongst which around 60 cities covering
four continents and 30 associated members (international
companies, lighting designers and architects, universities,
independent lighting professionals…)
It would be possible for Lancaster City Council to join LUCI
for approx £2000. This would provide Morecambe with a
unique opportunity:
8SFITEVXSJERIX[SVOFVMRKMRKXSKIXLIVWOMPPWERHYRMUYI
experiences from across the world
8SKMZIMRXIVREXMSREPZMWMFMPMX]ERHXSWLS[GEWIEGXMZMXMIW
8SFIRI½XJVSQSXLIVQIQFIVW´I\TIVMIRGIW
8STVSQSXIPMKLXMRKEWEQENSVXSSPJSVYVFERHIZIPSTQIRX
8SHIJIRHERSTXMQEPERH[IPPXLSYKLXYWISJPMKLXMRK
respectful of the environmental stakes
09'-´WEMQMWXSLIPTGMXMIW½RHETTVSTVMEXIERW[IVWXS
these major challenges through lighting plans, projects and
innovations.
Three main objectives lead the work of the LUCI network:
1EOMRKYWISJPMKLXEWEXSSPJSVYVFERHIZIPSTQIRX
4VSQSXMRKERYVFERMHIRXMX]F]QIERWSJEVXMWXMGERH
technical choices
8EOMRKMRXSEGGSYRXIRZMVSRQIRXEPERHWYWXEMREFPI
development issues
On these topics, LUCI responds to the need for exchanges
and expertise on lighting, and fosters dialogue on creation
and technology. LUCI would be a key partner to advise
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and support a festival as well as the longer standing issues
of lighting the town as raised by the Morecambe Area
Action Plan (MAAP). As a member one of the free services
available to a town or city developing a lighting plan is for
LUCI to study the request for design consultation with the
Professional Lighting Designers Association (PLDA). They
will provide the details of appropriate lighting professionals
and this can result in the commissioning of lighting plans
and designs.
www.luciassociation.org
Local
Funding bids to eg Awards for All (up to £10k) for
community-based projects meeting one or more of the
following outcomes:
4ISTPILEZIFIXXIVGLERGIWMRPMJI[MXLFIXXIVEGGIWWXS
training and development to improve their life skills as well
as healthier and more active people and communities.
7XVSRKIVGSQQYRMXMIW[MXLQSVIEGXMZIGMXM^IRW[SVOMRK
together to tackle their problems.
-QTVSZIHVYVEPERHYVFERIRZMVSRQIRXW[LMGL
communities are better able to access and enjoy.
Local businesses
-RXLI-PPYQMREXMSRWSJ]IWXIV]IEVMX[EWWIIREWEFIRI½X
to the hoteliers and restaurants to support the event by
WTSRWSVWLMTIMXLIV½RERGMEPP]SVF]GSRXVMFYXMRK³MROMRH´
support. We would look to e.g The Midland Hotel to offer
rooms/meeting rooms/food/discounts to artists/press and
BRAVE - Bay Regional Alliance for the Visitor Economy,
to seek support and momentum from the independent
hoteliers.
We would also seek in kind contributions from local
partners eg More Music, Storey Gallery, Dukes Theatre,
Design Initiative, City Council eg Engineers to assist with
some of the artworks/curatorial contributions.
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CONCLUSION
Throughout this research the scale and complexity of the
project has developed and the research has led us quite
different direction. At the outset we imagined Illumination
would create an added dimension to Morecambe, and would
become an event which could bring a great vibe to the town
at night for the duration of the festival with a permanent
legacy to be the focus.
The research from the case studies has demonstrated that
most successful events are aligned to a Forward Planning
strategy for regeneration and we hope that the research
will contribute to the Morecambe Area Action Plan.
Referring to the history of the Illuminations was a very
interesting part of the research, especially to see that
the format of most of our proposed project, from large
scale installations to community involvement, have proved
extremely successful and created great civic pride.
We have high aspirations that Illumination would be an event
SJVIKMSREPERHREXMSREPWMKRM½GERGIERHXLIVIJSVI[ILEZI
proposed commissions from some of the most renown light
artists in the country. We realise that our idealistic vision
for the festival may not be attainable by the realistic funds
available to us. It may be necessary to begin with a smaller
event and assess the success of it and build from this .
4PIEWI½RHFIPS[WYKKIWXIHWMXIWGSQQMWWMSRWERHIWXMQEXI
budgets for a medium and small scale festival.
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WITH THANKS
Medium scale
- Anchor Commission Projection onto the Midland Hotel
- Euston Road Interactive Installation
- Euston Road Shops as night galleries
7XEJ½RKGSWXWQEVOIXMRKERHJYRHVEMWMRK

Total

£80,000
£30,000
£20,000
£100,000
£230,000

With special thanks to Suzanne Dimmock, former Public Art
ERH6IKIRIVEXMSRSJ½GIVEX0ERGEWXIV'MX]'SYRGMP[LSW´
continuous support of Illumination from the application
TVSGIWWXSXLI½REPTVSSJVIEHMRKLEWFIIRMRZEPYEFPI

Small Scale
- Winter Gardens interior installation
- Euston Road Interactive Installation
- Euston Road Shops as night galleries
7XEJ½RKGSWXWQEVOIXMRKERHJYRHVEMWMRK

I would like to thank the many contributors to this project,
they include Simon Smith of Glasgow city Council, Ian
Tempest from Visit York, the Forward Planning department
and the Engineers of Lancaster City Council, Evelyn
Archer from the Winter Gardens in Morecambe, Kathryn
MacDonald from More Music, Helen Felcey, CJ O’Neill and
the Design Lab from Manchester Metropolitan University,
Ross Ashton, Keri Elmsle y from UVA and Phil Leedal from
Lee Engineering.










Total

£40,000
£30,000
£20,000

£165,000
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LIGHT HAS THE ABILITY TO DEFINE SPACE,
ENCOURAGE INTERACTION, PROVIDE
SECURITY, CREATE ILLUSION, BRING
FASCINATION, ENVELOPE WITH COLOUR,
DELIGHT, ENCHANT AND CAPTIVATE ALL
WITH UNIVERSAL APPEAL.
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CASE STUDIES
Over the course of this research we have visited a number of lighting festivals
which have taken place in different cities across the UK. Each festival has its own
unique aspects, successes and challenges. Each event has been managed in slightly
different ways and the role of Creative Director can vary and from a personal
development perspective it has been of interest to examine this role with each
festival. In the case of Radiance and Illuminating York extensive background
MRJSVQEXMSRLEWFIIRTVSZMHIHF]XLIGSYRGMPSJ½GIVWMRGPYHMRKIZEPYEXMSRVITSVXW
ERHXLI½RERGMEPFIRI½XWXSXLIGMX]

RADIANCE
Radiance is a series of lighting events held in Glasgow. This biannual festival began
in 2003 and exists on many levels to support the Glasgow city lighting strategy of
‘contributing to a sense of identity, making a safer and friendlier environment and
supporting and complimenting regeneration initiatives’
It supports a number of council initiatives in the
city. The key strategy was established in 2002 and
among the key aims were:
8SHIZIPSTPMKLXMRKEWEREVXJSVQ
8SMQTVSZIXLIMQEKISJ+PEWKS[
8STVSQSXIXLIGMX]EWEZMWMXSVERHXSYVMWX
destination
There have been three bi-annual Radiance events since
2003, all of which have been managed slightly differently and
covered different areas and themes. Some of the artworks
which began as temporary exhibits are now permanent
features.
The 2005 festival was produced by NVA on behalf of
Glasgow City Council and curated by Katrina Brown. It had
a budget of £350,000 and attracted an audience of 90,000
people. The lighting features included everything from large
scale animated projections by the lighting directors at NVA,
to small subtle pieces by individual artists. It was supported
by a music event, managed by a separate company.
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Radiance 2007 was managed ‘in house’ by the Council. The
creative director role for the festival seems to have existed
on a number of levels. Similar to Northumberland Lights
there seems to be a creative role for large scale artistic
lighting effects and also a separate role as the creative
manager/curator to produce a city wide exhibition of
light works. This combination of roles is of more interest
to the development of my role within the Illumination to
Morecambe.
The Radiance event organised for 2010 is described as a
series of “Community lighting events” to be sited as part of
several areas of regeneration within the city. Their focus is to
engage harder to reach communities with less access to, and
lower attendance at/participation in cultural activities, thus
supporting the aims of the Arts Council.
The following research and evaluation of this festival is
provided from an internal perspecitve by Simon Smith the
festival organiser (who provided us with the council project
evaluation report for the 2007 festival) as well as our own
visitor perspective to the 2007 festival.

The 2007 festival built on the legacy of the 2005 festival, creating positive
images of the city at night and bringing to life Glasgow’s rich heritage.
The aims set out for the 2007 festival were:

Each area was then divided up to include:

8SFIEJEQMP]SVMIRXEXIHIZIRX

3RI³%RGLSV´TMIGI¯EPEVKIWGEPIGSQQMWWMSRXS
generate media interest and establish a focal point

(IPMZIVLMKLMQTEGXZMWYEPEVX
'VIEXIEPIKEG]SJTIVQERIRXMRWXEPPEXMSRW

%WIVMIWSJQIHMYQ¯WQEPPWGEPIMRWXEPPEXMSRW

7IIOXSFI'EVFSR2IYXVEP

3. At least one project developed as a LUCI (Lighting Urban
Community International) exchange programme

'SQTPIQIRX+PEWKS['MX]'SYRGMPWXVEXIKMIW
and events

4. At least one community program e.g school project

'SMRGMHIERHTVSQSXI0MKLXMRK7XVEXIK]EGXMZMXMIW

5. At least one open competition commission
http://www.glasgowswinterfestivals.com/glasgow-radiancefestival.html

8LIJIWXMZEPWTIGM½IHXLVIIJIWXMZEPVSYXIW
'EXLIHVEPERH,MKL7XVIIX,MWXSV]6SYXI
8LI1IVGLERX'MX]¯:MWYEP%VX6SYXI
8LI'EQTYWERH+EVHIRW¯+EVHIRWSJ0MKLX6SYXI
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Economic impact and summary of

ROUTE 1

KEY FINDINGS

FESTIVAL ANALYSIS

History Route - Cathedral and High Street
This area of the city was selected for the interest in buildings from St Mungo’s Cathedral
to the gable ends, fragments of walls and gardens. It also supported the publication of
the ‘Tale of Two Cities, a History of Medieval Glasgow’ allowing the visitor to explore the
historic city as well as drawing attention to the current regeneration initiatives.
Aims:
8SMRGVIEWIE[EVIRIWWSJXLI,MWXSV]ERH%VGLEISPSK]
Strategy
(VE[EXXIRXMSRXSPIWWIVORS[RTEVXWSJGMX]
7YTTSVXTVMZEXIERHTYFPMGWIGXSVVIKIRIVEXMSRSJXLI
area

Comments from a visitor perspective:
Successes:
'EXLIHVEPTMIGI[EWMRGVIHMFPIERHHVEQEXMGJSGEPTSMRX
visible by both captive audience as well as attracting passing
audience from the road
*IWXMZEP,YFTVSZMHIHWXEVXERHQIIXMRKSVMIRXEXMSRTSMRX
especially good for new visitors to the city

'IPIFVEXI+PEWKS[´WLMWXSV]
+IRIVEXIQIHMEEXXIRXMSR[MXLPEVKIWGEPIGSQQMWWMSR

2EVVEXMZI[EWXLIQIH[IPPXSXLIEVIEEPXLSYKLRSX
necessarily always visually interesting

4VSQSXISRKSMRKPMKLXMRKWXVEXIK]MRXLIEVIE

'SQQYRMX]WGLSSPTVSNIGX[SVOIH[IPP

Successes:
<EZMIVHI6MGLIQSRXERMQEXIHTVSNIGXMSRTMIGI[MXL
soundtrack onto the Cathedral proved a major success,
generating massive media attention and drawing large
crowds

2I[1SSRKMERXPMKLXFYPF[EWJYREGGIWWMFPIETTVSTVMEXI
TMIGIERH[IPPWMXIH[MXLMREHMJ½GYPXEVIEERHWGVIIRIHSJJ
by a building site

*IWXMZEP,YFEXXLI'EXLIHVEP[EWKVIEXTPEGIXSQEVO
ERSJ½GMEPWXEVXMRJSVQEXMSRTSMRXERHWXEJJ[IVIZIV]
positive and helpful
Challenges:
,MKL7XVIIX%VIEWMXIWLEHMQTVEGXMGEPGSRWXVEMRXWPEGOIH
HMVIGXMSRERHHI½RMXMSR

Challenges:
'SRXVEWXSJWGEPIJVSQXLI'EXLIHVEPEVX[SVOXSXLI
other pieces was too great, made the medium/smaller
commissions seem rather over hyped in comparison
%VGLMXIGXYVEPPMKLXMRKSJ2IGVSTSPMWERHFVMHKIWPEGOIH
drama and impact
,MKL7XVIIX%VIETVSNIGXMSRW[IVIYRMRWTMVMRKERHHMJ½GYPX
XSZMI[HYIXSFYW]XVEJ½G
2SHMVIGXMSREPWMKREKIJSVZMWMXSVWGSYPHLEZIYWIHPMKLXXS
do this
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The aims of the 2007 festival were much more aligned to
city’s needs, direction and vision than in 2005 and worked
harder to obtain greater audience involvement and support,
enabling the event to become engrained in the city’s
consciousness, rather than just existing as ‘a cherry on the
cake’ event.

the school project was very strong I don’t feel that enough
was available to consider it to be a family festival. I would
have liked to see more interactive pieces. The U.V.A piece,
of particular universal appeal, was in an almost hidden space
and yet this would have attracted a great deal of public
attention had the location been better conceived.

In my opinion the most successful aspects to Radiance
were the Cathedral piece and the selected artworks in
the Merchant City. These provided a good narrative to the
themed areas and a great deal of variety in technology. In the
case of Merchant City, being on a trail of open air galleries
was an exciting visual journey. However, the pathway wasn’t
a direct route and although some of the work was visible
enough to attract a captive audience it needed to work a
little harder to establish a new one. One aspect that could
have improved this would have been some sort of signage or
light trail to make the pathway more obvious.

The main disappointment was that the Christmas lights
and WinterFest entertainment that was taking place in
George Square had little mention of the Radiance events
surrounding it.

Having experienced Glasgow on a bitterly cold night with
limited knowledge of the geography of the city, I felt that
MX[SYPHLEZIFIRI½XXIHJVSQFIMRKEPPMRSRIPSGEXMSR
and in easy reach of each other, rather than spread out
across three sites of the city. For residents of the city,
having different sites is probably more appealing, however,
if one of the main aims is to promote Glasgow as a tourist
destination then this probably needs greater consideration.
With regards to the family aspect of the festival, although

8LIJSPPS[MRKMRJSVQEXMSRMRGPYHIWXLIIWXMQEXIHIGSRSQMG½RHMRKWSJ6EHMERGI
8SXEP'SWXSJ6EHMERGI[EW
2YQFIVSJ:MWMXSVWXSXLIJIWXMZEP
 [IVIHE]ZMWMXSVW[LSWTIRXSREZIVEKI
 [IVISZIVRMKLXZMWMXSVW[LSWTIRXSREZIVEKI
%XSXEPSJSJTYFPMGWIGXSVWYTTSVX[EWTVSZMHIHXSXLI*IWXMZEP8LIRIXMQTEGXSRXLIIGSRSQ]SJ+PEWKS[[EW
XLIVIJSVIIZIV]TSYRHSJTYFPMGWIGXSVQSRI]WTIRXKIRIVEXIHERIXEHHMXMSREPWTIRHSJ
8LIWTIRHMRKLEHKVIEXP]MRGVIEWIHJVSQXLIJIWXMZEP8LMW[EWQEMRP]HYIXSXLITVIWIRGISJXLIJIWXMZEPLYF[LMGLEPWS
contained a cafe and shop
8LIJIWXMZEPIRGSYVEKIHFYWMRIWWIWMRXLIJIWXMZEPEVIEXSLEZIPEXIRMKLXSTIRMRKWXSGEXIVJSVXLIIZIRMRKEYHMIRGI
8LI6EHMERGIXIEQLEHWSYKLXGSVTSVEXIWTSRWSVWLMTJVSQE9XMPMXMIWGSQTER]LS[IZIVXLI]HMHRSXJEGXSVMRXLI
months lead time required and the company withdrew as they did not feel that the festival matched their brand aspirations
 SJZMWMXSVWPMZIHMR+PEWKS[[MXL PMZMRK[MXLMR[EPOMRKHMWXERGISJXLIGMX]GIRXVI
 SJZMWMXSVWPMZIHMRXLIRIMKLFSYVMRKPSGEPEYXLSVMX]
 SJEPPZMWMXSVW[IVIRI[XSXLIIZIRX
 XVEZIPPIHF]GEV
8LIQSWXGSQQSRTEVX]TVS½PI[EWEHYPXW
 WEMH6EHMERGI[EWXLISRP]VIEWSRXLI][IVIZMWMXMRK+PEWKS[
;SVHSJ1SYXL[EWXLIQSWXGSQQSR[E]SJ½RHMRKSYXEFSYXXLIIZIRX
8LIFMKKIWXVIUYIWXWJSVMQTVSZIQIRX[IVIWMKREKIHMVIGXMSRWEHZIVXMWMRKERHQEVOIXMRK
 WEMHXLI][SYPHFIZIV]PMOIP]XSEXXIRHJYXYVI6EHMERGIIZIRXW
%PQSWXLEPJSJXLIEYHMIRGI[EWYRHIV]IEVWSJEKI
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BLACKPOOL

GLOW

Festival of Light

Newcastle Gateshead December 2008
Glow began in 2006 and was curated and produced by NVA, the team previously behind
Radiance. The 2006 Festival included the work of over international artists and celebrated
the urban diversity of Newcastle’s architecture, highlighting historic details and contemporary
PERHQEVOW8LIJIWXMZEPHMJJIVIHWPMKLXP]MRXLEXXLIVI[IVIWIZIVEPIZIRXWEGVSWWXLI
city at different times over the Winterfest festival. Glow was held over a long weekend in
December and limited to a handful of locations in the city centre, namely the medieval city
walls, and St James’s Park. The Creative Director for this was Phil Supple, who has worked
extensively on both Radiance and Northumberland Lights. The festival largely concentrated
on the Glowmobile parade on New Year’s Eve and the Enchanted Parks event based in
Saltwell Park, Gateshead.
As a visitor the festival comments
about Glow are as follows:
Successes:
0EVKIWGEPIMPPYQMREXMSRZMWMFPIEGVSWWXLI
city wall
7XVSRKMRXIVEGXMZITMIGIMGSRMGW]QFSPWSJ2I[GEWXPI
were projected onto the medieval walls in the form of a
one-armed bandit game. The audience were then asked
to participate by pressing the button, with great universal
appeal.
3RIGVIEXMZIHMVIGXSV[MXLWXVSRKEIWXLIXMGEFPIXSHIPMZIV
a theme

Challenges:
(MWTEVEXIWMXIWEGVSWWXLIGMX]%PXLSYKLKVIEXXSEXXVEGX
different local communities, the short-term visitor
to the city was unable to see all sites and was a little
disappointed
%WXLIEVX[SVOWEPPHSRIF]XLIWEQIHIWMKRIVSRP]LEH
one view of Newcastle
2SPSGEPEVXMWXWMRZSPZIH

The Festival of Light exists as part of the bigger world
famous Illuminations in Blackpool. It embraces different
forms of lighting technologies, from large scale projections
to installations, animated moving sculptures and community
projects. The 2008 festival ran for the full 66 nights of the
traditional Illuminations and involved commissions from
external artists as well as pieces selected and developed by
the ‘in house’ creative management team at the Blackpool
Illuminations depot, who are also the organisers.
The Festival of Light is an alternative, contemporary version
of the Illuminations. The event takes place over the period of
the Illuminations (Sept- Nov). In the past pieces have included
large scale projections, installation pieces in prominent
buildings, performance pieces on the Promenade and works
designed and produced ‘in house’ by the Illumination team.
In discussions with their team we both felt that as a
‘neighbour’ it would be imperative that we discuss respective
projects in order that the developments are mutually
FIRI½GMEPERHXSIRWYVI[IEZSMHVITIXMXMSRSVTVSKVEQQI
clashes.
Successes:

7XVSRKPSGEPEYHMIRGITEVXMGMTEXMSRERHMRZSPZIQIRXMR
community project and selection of the artwork
8LI:MGXSVMERWERH0SPP](SPP] MPPYQMREXIHMGIGVIEQZER 
had presence along the promenade, fun interactive art
works
3XLIVMRHMZMHYEPTMIGIW[IVIWXVSRKERHLMKLP]ETTVSTVMEXI
%FPIXSLMVISYXWSQISJXLIEVX[SVOWXSSXLIVJIWXMZEPW
generate a small income
,EZIS[R[IFWMXI
Challenges:
1SWXSJXLIEYHMIRGI[MPPLETTIRYTSRXLIEVX[SVOWF]
chance as their reason for visiting Blackpool is the formal
Illuminations
(MJ½GYPXXSEWWIWWXLIWYGGIWWEWQSWXSJEYHMIRGILIVIXS
see the formal Illuminations
*IWXMZEPSJ0MKLXKIXWEPMXXPIPSWXEQMHWXXLIPEVKIVPMKLX
show
&IGEYWISJXLIQSFMPIREXYVISJWSQISJXLIEVX
[SVOWZMWMXSVWWTIGM½GEPP]GSQMRKXSWIIXLIQQE]FI
HMWETTSMRXIHMJXLI]EVIYREFPIXS½RHXLIQ

)ZIRXWSZIVEPSRKTIVMSHXLIVIJSVISRIXMQIZMWMXSV
didn’t get to see the all the installations
http://www.newcastlegateshead.com/2423/Glow_07.html
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LUMIERE

Durham 12-15th November 2009
Lumiere was organised by Artichoke (www.artichoke.
uk.com) in partnership with Sky Arts, the production team
behind such spectacular events as The Sultan’s Elephant, in
London and the Giant Spider in Liverpool. It was supported
by Durham County Council, Culture10 and Arts Council
England.
Durham is a beautiful city with a strong sense of cultural
heritage through the world class University and the iconic
FYMPHMRKWSJXLI'EXLIHVEPERH'EWXPI-XSFZMSYWP]FIRI½XW
from some current tourist income but could also be doing
more to promote its self. The city (unsuccessfully) bid
JSVXLI½VWX9/'MX]SJ'YPXYVIMRERHIPIQIRXWSJ
Lumiere were planned to support this.
Inspired by the annual Fete des Lumieres in Lyon (www.
lumieres.lyon.fr), this magical event appealed to the broadest
EYHMIRGITSWWMFPI1SVIXLER½JX]EVXMWXW[IVIMRZSPZIH
MRXLIGVIEXMSRSJXLIWMXIWTIGM½GGSQQMWWMSRW2MRI
new pieces were commissioned especially for the event,
two of which were community projects and an additional
ten (existing) pieces were sited across the city with two
performance pieces at different points over the weekend.
A sense of mystery and magic was created by the deliberate
switching off of the street lights in the city. The main
installation was the Crown of Light projection piece onto
the Cathedral by Ross Ashton (www.rossashton.com) with
accompanying music and sound design from Robert Ziegler
and John Del’nero. The theme of the projection was focussed
on the history of Christianity in the North East, with
imagery taken from the Lindisfarne Gospels and from within
the interior of the Cathedral. The projections enthralled the
audience by the sheer scale and quality of the imagery and
the sound added greatly to the spectacle.
An example of a new commission piece on a smaller scale
[EW4LSXSRF]*MIPH [[[½IPHMS 8LMWTMIGI[EWTVSNIGXIH
HS[RSRXSXLIGSFFPIH¾SSVSJ7MPZIV7XVIIX8LITEXXIVRW
projected onto the street enchanted an audience of both
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young and old. It was one of the better sited pieces which
was on a main thoroughfare into the city, and thereby
captured passing trade as well as intended visitors.
[[[½IPHMS
Heart of the City - A Place for the People by leading light
architects Speirs and Major Associates (www.speirsandmajor.
com) was one of the community based projects newly
commissioned for the event. This project was designed to
create a ‘living portrait’ of the city and was documented by a
local photographer and sound engineer.
Power Plant was a ticketed event (£5 entry fee) which was
LIPHEXXLI&SXERMG+EVHIR-X[EWGVIEXIHF]½ZIEVXMWXW[MXL
a production team who created a number of pieces around
the gardens.
Examples of the artworks were: Pyrophones,
ERYQFIVSJKEW½VIXSVGLIW[LMGLGVIEXIHEWSYRHERH
light installation round a bog area; Strike, where a loud bang
in the woods was visualised in a momentary ‘B of the bang’
shape in electro-luminescent wire; Campanula, an installation
of illuminated glass bells in a tree; and Suspiria de Profundis,
an installation under a beautiful tree with gramophones and
glitterballs.
Overall the event seemed to have a good balance from
the large scale projection to the performance pieces and
community projects. Durham is a perfect canvas to illuminate
and they used geographic aspects such as the river to their
best advantage with some of the pieces, e.g Simon Corder’s
;MRXIV+EVHIR%MV:EK´W7XEVV]2MKLXMRWXEPPEXMSRSJMR¾EXEFPI
star and moon shapes provided a strong visual link across
the cityscape. It is not clear how many people came to
see the performance pieces but to have world class street
theatre such as the Compagnie des Quidams was a very bold
statement.
http://www.quidams.com/Reve-d-Herbert.html?lang=fr

Comments from a Visitor Perspective:
Successes
%HZIVXMWMRK%VXMGLSOILEHVEMWIHXLITVS½PISJXLIIZIRX
to a national level, something which hasn’t been achieved
by any of the other festivals mentioned. They had pieces in
all the national press, featured on Radio 4 and advertised
widely
%PXLSYKLXLI'EXLIHVEPTMIGITVSZMHIHXLIJSGYWXSKVEF
the media attention there was a good balance of scale
between the artworks
8LI4LSXSRTMIGIF]*MIPH[EWGPIZIVP]WMXIHGETXYVMRK
interest from passing trade as well as intended visitors
+IRIVEPP]ZIV]LMKLWXERHEVHSJGSQQMWWMSRW
&VSGLYVI[EWEKVIEXEWWIXXSXLIZMWMXSVERHZIV][IPP
distributed
(YVLEQPMOI=SVOLEWELMWXSVMGEPETTIEPXSEZMWMXSVERH
therefore captive audience but Lumiere did much to
enhance this and bring in new trade
3ZIVTISTPIEXXIRHIHSZIVXLI[IIOIRHSZIVERH
above the expected number of visitors
)RLERGIHXLIETTIEVERGISJXLIGSQQMWWMSRWERHKIRIVEP
ambience by switching off the street lights
'SRWMHIVIHLSWTMXEPMX]F]STIRMRKXLIZMWMXSVGIRXVIMRXLI
park for refreshments
'SRWMHIVIHTEVOMRKF]IRGSYVEKMRK4EVOERH6MHI
options.
4S[IV4PERXSJJIVIHEQSVIWIVMSYW³EVXERHWSYRHFEWIH´
media usually seen in a gallery context but in the Botanical
Gardens
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Promotional material:
The event has its own website www.lumieredurham.co.uk
which was linked to and from the all the related parties
websites and provided the visitor with information about
the installations.
3REVVMZEPMX[EWIEW]XS½RHEFVSGLYVIEWXLI][IVI
available in most shops and restaurants. They also had
volunteers wearing the Philips LED programmable T-shirts
standing at in major access points giving out brochures
and free small LEDtorches. In content the brochure was an
interesting read, giving you all the necessary information
about the artworks. There were also temporary pavement
stickers to direct visitors.
Sustainable lumiere:
The brochure and website contains information about
the environmental impact of such a festival. It is slightly
ineffectual but never the less covers issues such as
the switching off of the street lights, using bio-fuel for
generators, ethically sourced coffee etc.

Challenges
8LIWO][EWHEVOF]TQERHXLIMRWXEPPEXMSRWGSYPHLEZI
been switched on then. Only turning them on at 6pm made
our ’evening only’ visit quite rushed.
8LIVIWSYRHMRKWYGGIWWHMHGSQI[MXLXVEJ½GTVSFPIQW
both human (going to and from the Cathedral) and cars.
8LIMQEKIV]JSVXLI'EXLIHVEPTVSNIGXMSR[EWXLI
most appropriate, although not the most interesting or
contemporary. I would like to challenge this by developing
a partnership between a contemporary illustrator and
projection artist.
8LI7TIMVWERH1ENSVTMIGI[EWEHQMVEFPIMRXLEXMXYWIH
local people and local artists yet the concept was too basic
and very disappointing, considering the potential of the
given site

0EGOSJPMKLXMRKXVEMPEX4S[IV4PERXQEHIJSVEGSRJYWMRK
visit, even the stewards gave poor directions
1SWXSJXLIEVXMWXWMR4S[IV4PERXYWIH[LMXIPMKLX
electro-luminescent wire, white projection patterns which
made the overall visual balance quite one-dimensional,
GSYPHLEZIFIIRVIGXM½IH[MXLWSQIETTVSTVMEXIYWI
of colour in individual artworks or the up-lighting of
the trees, this would have highlighted the beauty of the
environment and given pathways and direction.
6IKEVHMRKTVSQSXMSREPQEXIVMEPMXRSXIEW]XS½RHE
printable map from website. Also the brochure was quite
HMJ½GYPXXSJSPPS[;LMPIIEGLEVX[SVO[EWRYQFIVIHSR
the map they weren’t listed numerically in the brochure
and this was quite confusing, especially in the dark. The
free torches and the maps were red and therefore very
HMJ½GYPXXSVIEHMRXLIHEVO

(MWETTSMRXMRKI\TIVMIRGIMR4S[IV4PERXKMZIRXLIGSWX
Had the Power Plant event been ticketed but free (like
Enchanted Parks) then probably wouldn’t have been as
disappointed
-X[EWZMWYEPP]YRMRWTMVMRKERHI\TIGXIHXSFI³[S[IH´ERH
enchanted by visiting the Botanical Gardens after hours but
didn’t feel that, insome ways it was unnerving. It was not
really suitable for children yet there was no warning of this
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ILLUMINATING HADRIAN’S WALL

Carlisle Welcoming the light Event 2010
Illuminating Hadrian’s Wall from East to West was an
ambitious project. It was organised and led by Hadrian’s
Wall Heritage Ltd and developed by Culture10 in
partnership with Lakes Alive. The mission of the festival
organisers was to maximise the contribution that
Hadrian’s Wall can make to the social, economic and
environmental regeneration and wellbeing of local
communities through sustainable tourism development.
The concept ‘For one night only this 84 mile long World
Heritage Site will be illuminated from coast to coast.’
The event began at dusk in the East and featured a
theatrical performance by Berlin-based Theater Anu at the
7IKIHYRYQ6SQER*SVX;EPPWIRH8LI½VWXFIEGSR[EW
illuminated at 5.45pm and from there the light travelled
EGVSWWXLIGSYRXV]F]XLIMPPYQMREXMSRSJKEW½VIHFIEGSRW
at 250m intervals. There was an opportunity to view the
light travelling across the countryside but due to limited
viewing space this was ticketed.
The ‘Welcoming the Light’ event in Carlisle began in the
GIRXVEPWUYEVIMRJVSRXSJXLI8SYVMWX-RJSVQEXMSR3J½GI
There were performances by the Barrow-based carnival
arts organisation the Barracudas, and costumed characters
on stilts wandered through the crowd. They also had
XLI½IV]IRKMRIWJVSQ4ERHIEQSRMYQERHXLI8SRKYIW
of Fire Band. Approximately 3000 people had gathered
MRXLIWUYEVIERHPMXXLIMV¾EQMRK[E\XSVGLIWFIJSVI
the procession was led off through the streets by the
Heliosphere.

Comments from a visitor Perspective:
Successes:
8LIIZIRX[EW[IPPTYFPMGMWIHPSGEPP]TEVXMGYPEVP]MRPSGEP
press and on local radio and was featured on BBC1’s
'SYRXV]½PISRXLITVIGIHMRK[IIOIRH
;IPPEXXIRHIHWSPHSYXSJXSVGLIWERHXLIWXVIIXW[IVIJYPP
to capacity
;IPPTEGIHIZIRXJSVXMQISJ]IEVERHKMZIRXLIJEQMP]
audience the duration of the event was well suited
0SXWSJMRXIVIWXMRKEWTIGXWWSYRHMRWXEPPEXMSRWERH
characters
*MVI[SVOHMWTPE][EWEWYMXEFPIQEVOIVXSGIPIFVEXIXLIPMKLX
0SZIP]EQFMIRGIXSXLIGMX]ZIV]QEKMGEP
Challenges:
8LIGSRGITXSJXLIPMKLXXVEZIPPMRKEGVSWWXLIGSYRXV][EWE
momentus experience and yet by all accounts, the beacons
across the rural journey of the wall were visually quite
disappointing.

8LITVSGIWWMSR[EWEWMKLXXSFILSPHEWMX¾S[IHXLVSYKL
the streets, past the castle and down into a park. In
XLITEVOXLIVI[IVIERYQFIVSJ½VIERHWSYRHFEWIH
installations as well as the costumed characters, who were
now illuminated and the stunning Heliosphere and trapeze
artist. The celebration of Welcoming the Light was marked
F]E½VI[SVOHMWTPE]

www.illuminatinghadrianswall.com
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ILLUMINATING
YORK

October 2009

The history of Illuminating York began in 2005 with a three
year project developed with the regional development
agency Yorkshire Forward. This ‘Tourism Investment Fund’
provided £865,000 over 3 years. This money was principally
used for permanent architectural lighting across the city,
MRGPYHMRKFVMHKIWVMZIVWMHI[EPO[E]WERHWMKRM½GERXFYMPHMRKW
It was also used for city conservation projects, for example,
improvements to the city walls. The remit was also to hold
a series of events which showcased the city and Illuminating
York was born out of this.
The investment was managed by the councils Tourism
department, which is managed under the Economic and
&YWMRIWWWIGXSVHYIXSMXFVMRKMRKWSQYGL½RERGMEPFIRI½X
to the city. Although this was a successful project initially,
it was then understood that the council would pick up the
maintenance costs. This maintenance work was under a
different department of the council and with no budget to
maintain the lights. It therefore proved a problematic and illthought through aspect and one which Ian was keen to warn
us about. Ian also said that at the time LED technology had
not been developed which could have reduced the need for
maintenance costs.
The purpose of Illuminating York was to provide a new angle
in which to showcase the historical buildings of York by the
use of cutting edge technology. As a historic city it has a great
deal of visitors and attractions yet it was hoped that such an
event would encourage people extend their stay in the city,
as well as encouraging city workers to stay on in the city and
thus developing the night time economy.
The event is based over the October half term, covering
both weekends and the week in between. This allowed for
momentum and awareness of the performative aspects of the
festival, which take place in many of the churches and other
buildings across the city over the second weekend.
It appears that the event was managed in addition to the
[SVOHSRIF]QER]SJXLISJ½GIVW[MXLMRXLIGSYRGMP[MXL
a steering group formed between the Arts and Culture
team and Visit York. The steering group are responsible for
selecting the artists and developing the project.
The event so far has been funded by the public sector.
In the early years there was some private funding from
Shepherds, a local building contractor, but other than that the
money came from Local Authorities,Visit York, Welcome to
Yorkshire,Yorkshire Forward and Arts Council England.
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They seem to have been fortunate that a number of other
events coincided with Illuminating York to make for a larger
spectacle on the audience’s part. For example in 2005, the
400 year anniversary of the gunpowder plot provided the
SGGEWMSRJSVEPEVKI½VI[SVOHMWTPE]ERHPEWX]IEVXLI=SVO
based company KMA was already undertaking their 5Circles
interactive installation, so although it was listed as one of the
major artworks for Illuminating York it was not paid for from
the budget.
The events held between 2005-2008 have mostly worked on
the format that there has been one large scale piece such as
the projection onto the Minster which has been supported
by a series of ‘Fringe’ events of ‘light-based ‘ exhibitions in
shops and performance pieces.
The budget for this event was £78K. In 2009, due to a
reduction in budget, they decided to commission more
pieces but on a more modest scale and which would direct
EXXIRXMSRXSXLIWQEPPIVFYXWXMPPLMWXSVMGEPP]WMKRM½GERX
buildings in the city. For the 2010 event they have taken the
decision to revert back to one large scale commission and
several fringe events.
Although they feel that they have a great place within the
calendar of the city, it is felt that the festival could do a lot
more for the city if there was a festival director in place to
ensure the future of it and the development of its legacy into
permanent projects.

:MWMXSVWYVZI]EREP]WMW½RHMRKW
Nearly 70% of respondents were residents of York, just over
30% were visitors. This highlights an increase in residents
in comparison to 2008, where there were 61.3% residents
ERH ZMWMXSVWXLIMRGVIEWIMRZMWMXSVWQE]VI¾IGXXLI
community focus of some of this year’s events.
Respondents were asked whether they were aware of the
Illuminating York festival before they attended the event.
The results show there were high levels of awareness with
a large majority 83% already aware of the festival, this is
WPMKLXP]LMKLIVXLERXLI½KYVIW[LMGL[EW 
Those respondents who had indicated that they were aware
of the festival before attending suggested that the festival
was a strong motivation for people to come into the city
centre.
8LIQSWXTSTYPEVQIXLSHWSJ½RHMRKSYXEFSYXXLI
festival were through word of mouth, Local Press and the
Illuminating York website, this is a similar split to last year
however the website has increased in importance whereas
8:LEWHIGVIEWIHXLMWQE]VI¾IGXPIWW8:GSZIVEKIXLMW]IEV
The prominence of local press emphasises the need for a
WXVSRK46GEQTEMKRFYXQE]VI¾IGXERMRGVIEWIMRVIWMHIRXW
participating in the event.

It is felt that there is scope for the event to address public
realm issues and encourage investment in the city. An
example of this would be the development of a permanent
festival space, whereby the infrastructure is in place to
stage and host a number of events across the year. From
September to February there is a festival every month and
XLIWIEVISJKVIEXFIRI½XXSGMX]TVSZMHMRKJSVFSXLXLI
residents as well as the tourists.

Respondents were asked to identify which Illuminating York
events they had attended; again more than one response
could be listed. On average respondents had attended
approximately 2.2 events across the festival. A large majority
over 96% had visited Walls of Light other popular events,
with a further 82% visiting Vespertine. Obviously those
events which ran across the week were likely to experience
a higher number of visitors.

In term of publicity, in addition to local press being targeted
and an online presence, an additional 30,000 brochures were
produced and locally distributed within Yorkshire for the
2008 festival. In 2009 due to budget cuts all the information
was provided online.

Respondents were asked to rate a number of aspects of
the Illuminating York festival, where 1 was bad and 5 was
excellent. The quality of the activities taking place was rated
most highly at 4.2 and promotion of the festival received the
lowest ratings of 3.3.

This information has been provided by Ian Tempest, the external relations
manager for Visit York.

www.illuminatingyork.org.uk

Do you have any improvements to suggest
to the festival?
Respondents were asked what they felt was missing
from the Illuminating York festival, improvements to
the artistic programming of the festival which included
the use of the Minster and more events happening.
Other comments focused around better promotion
and advertising, the need for food to be available and
operational issues such as more seating and shorter
queues.
Respondents were then asked whether they had visited
any other visitor attractions whilst they were in the
city for the festival. Only a quarter of respondents,
23%, had visited other attractions. This was an online only question, with therefore a lower number of
respondents.
Respondents were then asked whether they intended
to visit next year’s festival. A large majority 86%
intended to visit the 2010 festival. Again this was an
on-line only question, with therefore a lower number
of respondents.
8LIEKITVS½PIWLS[WXLEX SJVIWTSRHIRXW[IVI
aged between 35-44, a further 22% of respondents
were aged between 25-34. It is important to note that
EPXLSYKLXLI][IVIR´XWYVZI]IHXLIVI[IVIEWMKRM½GERX
number of children at the events.
Visitor numbers:
The following visitor numbers have been calculated for
the Illuminating York festival using a head count.
Walls of Light: 15,650
Vespertine: 12,380
5circles: 6,000
Late night opening at attractions
=SVOWLMVI1YWIYQ¯154 visitors over the festival
'EWXPI1YWIYQ¯120 visitors over 3 evenings
%VX+EPPIV]¯633 visitors over 4 evenings
=SVO7X1EV]W¯323 visitors over 2 evenings
8VIEWYVIVW,SYWI¯600 visitors over the evening of
the 30th October.
0MFVEV]¯500 visitors
=SVO&SEX¯RSEHHMXMSREPZMWMXSVW

The Budget for the 2009 Festival has been kindly provided by
Visit York and is as follows:
Income
Local Authority Spending
Visit York
ACE Grant
Total Income Generated
Expenditure
Artistic Programme
KMA
Bright White
Gaia Nova
.ERI+VIIR½IPHJII 
Local Artist Programme

0
22,000


Overheads
Production Manager Fees Ben Pugh
Stewarding including T-shirts etc
Security Costs and Insurance
Dressing the Route
Gaia Nova Accommodation
Marketing and Publicity:
Marketing and PR Budget
Launch Event/Close event
Assets
Equipment Provisions
Tag Tools

14,800
20,000
33,820
68,620

18,000

700

5,000
2,000
4,100
1,600
1,000
8,000
1,000

2,000
1,200
Total Expenditure
Contingency

68,600
20
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NOTES

From discussions with lighting artists and contractors
United Visual Artists 18.02.10

Ross Ashton 18.02.10
Ross Ashton is a world-renowned light artist whose
projections have graced the walls of Buckingham Palace, Fort
St Angelo and Cambridge University. His specialist approach
is able to offer the client a creative visual solution, as well as
an in-depth understanding of the technology. He also runs
ETC, a commercial projection company.
I discussed with Ross how a brief was developed for a
particular building. In reference to the Cambridge University
projections Ross discussed the development of that project:
The relevance of the building itself is usually the starting
point for the research for all the imagery used in the
projections. A great deal was known about the University
and its relevant place in history, and having the opportunity
to celebrate this was important. However they were
EPWSOIIRXSI\TSWIERHGIPIFVEXIXLIYRMUYIWGMIRXM½G
discoveries occurring now, exposing what was happening
behind the walls at the present and sharing it for the future.
They worked with a researcher from the University to
develop this concept and gain access to the necessary
information and images. They also worked with illustrator
Quentin Blake.
All of this information provided Ross with the visual
documentation needed to communicate the story. This was
XLIRTVSNIGXIHYWMRKERYQFIVSJWPMHIERH½PQTVSNIGXSVW
across 4 buildings over the course of 3 nights. The budget for
this commission was in the region of £80- £100K.
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The Cambridge Projections are a series of pieces over the
GSYVWISJ]IEVWMRXLI½VWX]IEVXLI]HMHRSXTYFPMGMWIXLI
event enough and only received 7000 visitors, the second
year that the event happened they did advertise and received
over 25K visitors. Therefore Ross suggested that we build
in a substantial budget for advertising and don’t think of
Morecambe as a ‘one-off’ but a series of events which can be
developed over a number of years.
The ‘Crown of Light’ piece on Durham Cathedral also took
reference from the building itself, using imagery from within
the Cathedral as well as unique access to images from the
Lindisfarne Gospels. This canvas on which to project was a
’once in a life time’ privilege and therefore the reduced fee of
/VI¾IGXWXLMW
Ross suggested I contact the organisers of ‘Illuminating York’
organised by York City Council as they would be able to
TVSZMHIMRJSVQEXMSRVIKEVHMRKXLIFIRI½XXSXLIGMX]FIGEYWI
SJXLIJIWXMZEPE½KYVILIUYSXIH[EWXLEX/ZMWMXSVW
equated to £2.8million into the local economy.
Although Ross is able to provide all the slide projection
equipment, he would need to hire the video projectors. In
commissions of this size it is common practice that a
production company would deal with the construction, the
building of any structures, security, power supply etc.
Although he is able to work alongside a sound technician he
does not produce the sound himself. We discussed the
possibility of a large scale projection onto the Midland Hotel
in Morecambe which he deemed feasible, providing the
guests close the windows on the road facing side. We would
need to gain any necessary permission from the hotel and
they would need to vet the commission contents.

Meeting with Producer Keri Elmsley
United Visual Artists are a UK-based collective whose
current practice spans permanent architectural installation,
live performance and responsive installation. Light features
in the majority of their commissions whether that be
through temporary interactive artworks or permanent
sculptural pieces.
Keri was able to talk me through some of their works and
discuss how UVA operate.
Chorus was originally created for Opera North and was also
installed within Durham Cathedral as part of Lumiere. The
original commission was for £50K and UVA retain the piece
which they are able to loan out to other venues. This is a
piece that we could bear in mind to have for Illumination, in a
venue such as the Winter Gardens.The cost of hiring such a
piece would be approx £20K and then it would cost approx
and additional £20K to obtain the necessary permission to
install, power, rigging, stewarding etc to be able to install it.
Volume is a luminous interactive installation that was
SVMKMREPP]MRWXEPPIHEXXLI: %MREWWSGMEXMSR[MXL4PE]WXEXMSR
It is a sculpture of light and sound which responds
spectacularly to human movement, creating a series of
audio-visual experiences. This piece was a £200K commission
which was built to run for 3 months. It is possible to hire this
piece for a month, approx cost £40K.
Artist’s fees for hiring a piece generally cost between

Lee Engineering 11.05.10
£15-25K plus the installation costs.For new and permanent
installations by UVA, budgets usually start at around £200K
not including the maintenance costs. I showed Keri a number
of buildings in Morecambe and she was immediately drawn to
the Polo Tower, a building we had initially ruled out but I feel
that this could be thrown back into the equation should the
commission/budget be feasible.
www.uva.co.uk

Meeting with Phil Leedal
Lee Engineering are a light, sound and audio engineering
company based in Lancaster. Their work ranges from
producing interactive environments for children with
special needs to providing integrated sound and audio
solutions for touring rock bands.
Working with lighting designers and lighting architects
such as Spiers and Major and Max Conwell Lighting
Design, Lee Engineering have been part of creating some
of the most fantastic building illumination projects in
the country. Examples of their permanent works are
pieces such as the Grand Canal Square in Dublin, the
4YPVSWI4S[IV7XEXMSRSRXLI-WPISJ1ERERHXLI-R½RMX]
Footbridge which spans the river at Stockton-on-Tees.
Most of these works have involved interactive systems
which are activated by varying aspects, from weather
patterns to sound triggers. An example of this is when
people walk across the Stockton footbridge the lights
underneath the handrail are activated on a movement
sensor and they change from blue to white light, tracking
the movement across the bridge.

light works, it would be preferable to Lee Engineering
to consider a permanent installation. An example of
this could be the illumination of Morecambe Town Hall.
The main problem that they for see with an installation
in Morecambe, would be the security. A temporary
installation would require the same installation as a
permanent one therefore it would seem logical to develop
a piece that would provide this legacy to the festival.
When considering the installation of smaller interactive
TMIGIWXLI]EPWSLEZIERMPPYQMREXIHHERGI¾SSVWSQIXLMRK
we could consider hiring for an evening event.
They were very keen to see the development of their
work locally and welcomed the opportunity to discuss the
project further.

The main reason for contacting them was to discuss the
opportunity of the architectural lighting of prominent
buildings. A number of years ago they took it upon
themselves to temporarily illuminate the Ashton
1IQSVMEPMR0ERGEWXIVF]¾SSHMRKXLIFYMPHMRK[MXL
intense colours. This prominent building, which rises out
of the trees could be seen from miles around, including
views from the motorway. The images of the building
were on the pages of the local papers for weeks.
Although they have the capacity to produce temporary
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LANCASTER ARTS PARTNERSHIP
*SVQIHMRXLI0ERGEWXIV%VXW4EVXRIVWLMTMWEGSRWSVXMYQSJGSQTERMIW[SVOMRK
together to champion and promote the strategic development of excellent arts activities in
Lancaster District.
The Partnership comprises of:
Partner Companies
8LI(YOIW
JSPP]
+VIIR'PSWI7XYHMSW
0ERGEWXIV-RWXMXYXIJSV'SRXIQTSVEV]%VXW 0-'%
0MXJIWX
0YHYW(ERGI
1SVI1YWMG
7XSVI]+EPPIV]
Associate Companies
0ERGEWXIV1YWMGMERW'SSTIVEXMZI
0YRIWMHI7XYHMSW
;LMVP[MRH8LIEXVIJSV'LMPHVIR
LAP is Chaired by Joe Sumsion, Director of The Dukes, with
John Angus (Director of the Storey Gallery) as Vice Chair.
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The consortium’s work is wide-ranging and developing
quickly. We work with other arts and non-arts
organisations in order to:
SJJIVEWXVEXIKMGZMWMSRJSVXLIEVXWMRXLI0ERGEWXIV
district;
MRGVIEWIXLITVS½PIERHMQTSVXERGISJEVXWMRXLIHMWXVMGX
of Lancaster, regionally, nationally and internationally;
MRMXMEXITEVXRIVWLMTGVSWWEVXERHGVSWWWIGXSVEP[SVO
that creates new opportunities;
I\TERHXLIGSPPIGXMZIORS[PIHKIFEWIERHIJJIGXMZIRIWW
of the arts sector.
We work particularly closely with Arts Council England,
Lancashire County Council and Lancaster City Council, all
of whom support and contribute to the Partnership.
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